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ART - 3D DESIGN
YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER - SUMMER TERM 2022

Research: Ergonomic Products  

In 3D Design you will be assessed on 4 main areas, each worth 25%
Research Design Develop

• To find ergonomic products around your 
home

• To draw an ergonomic product

• To create a 3D design which responds to 
the brief given. 

• To develop the surface design of the game controller

Products are ergonomically designed when 
they are safe, comfortable and easy to use.

See how many ergonomic products you can 
find around you home and list them.

Choose an ergonomic 
product from your 
home to draw. Try and 
make your drawing 
look 3D, shading is a 
great way of doing 
this.

The R
ules

3D sketching practice

All diagonal 
lines must go 
in the same 

direction 

The depth lines at the back must 
be parallel the shape of the 

game controller

Use the tips above to make the controllers 
look 3D

Biomimicry is the 
science of applying nature-
inspired designs in human 
engineering and invention 
to solve human problems.

Biomimicry

Task: 
Use either the lizard or the blue 

parrot to give the game 
controller a biomimicry 

makeover.
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AWAITING CONTENTCoding in Scratch
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Sentence Types Examples

Imperative 
(giving a command)

Accept that there is nothing to be done. 
Change the way you think. 

Declarative 
(stating information)

She was contrite when she apologised.  
As a group, they seemed despondent. 

Interrogative 
(asking a question. They end with a 
question mark) 

Was it everything you wished for? 
Why not go against the status quo and dare to be 
different? 

Exclamatory
(expressing a heightened emotion. 
They end with an exclamation mark)

They were obnoxious! 
I may be many things but defeatist is simply not one of 
them! 

Persuasive Features Definition Example 

Alliteration

When the same sound is repeated at the beginning 
of a word.

Apathetic governments deem the deadly and destructive power of 
pollution as simply an unforeseen and insignificant consequence of 
the modern world; they do not realise the imminent catastrophe we 
face.

Statistic 
A fact that is supported by numerical data. The Living Planet Index has taken a sudden nosedive—it’s down 60 

percent since 1970, the blink of an eye in evolutionary time. And we’re 
all invested.

Anecdote

Direct speech from a person who witnessed an 
event/ direct speech from someone who has an in-
depth understanding of the topic.

Cath Lawson, the WWF Regional Manager East Africa said, "Life as a 
marine turtle is tough from day one! But the dedication and 
determination of the teams I work with in Kenya helps to ensure that 
we give every hatchling the best chance possible."

Direct Address
When the writer speaks directly to the reader, 
typically using the second person pronoun ‘you’.

You, I must implore you to act and help to facilitate change, or else this 
planet will continue to deteriorate.

Facts
A statement that can be proved to be true.

The Living Planet Index has declined dramatically since the 19070s.

Opinion
Including the personal opinion of the writer, or 
someone else’s opinion that may help the argument.

I feel that it is my duty to the world I live in to do my part - and I 
strongly believe that it is your duty, too.

Rhetorical question 
A question asked in order to prompt further thought 
or to make a point rather than to get an answer. 

If not me, then who? If not now, then when? 

Emotive language 
Words/ phrases deliberately used to evoke a 
powerful feeling from the reader i.e. sympathy, 
anger. 

I find the notion that I am not  worthy of voting for my country’s next 
leader because of my age, both demeaning and deeply insulting.

Sentence types/starters
Using different types of sentences - and sentence 
starters in your piece. Varying your sentence types 
can be persuasive and engaging.

(see the rest of your Knowledge Organiser) 

Triples/List of three
Writing general information, description or facts as a 
list. Research has shown that lists in threes tend to 
be remembered better.

The cost of our wildlife is profit for the companies that pollute our 
world. The cost is our oceans, our rivers, and our forests. 

Exaggeration/hyperbole When you exaggerate and are overdramatic to 
support your argument.

Without your help, this planet faces imminent death.

Repetition When a word/ phrase is noticeably repeated 
throughout a sentence/ paragraph/ whole text.

One child, one teacher, one person can change the world. 

Language Features Informal /spoken language. Example

Tone 

The feeling/ attitude displayed at 
different points in the text. 

The text begins by establishing a humorous 
tone but the tone quickly becomes more 
serious as the writer outlines their 
argument. 

Intensifier 

A word, especially an adverb or 
adjective, that has little meaning 
itself but is used to add emphasis 
to another adjective, verb, or 
adverb

They were very despondent. 

Minimiser 
A word that is used to make 
another adjective, verb or adverb 
sound lesser. 

Admittedly, her response was slightly 
perturbing. 

Text Forms

Letter

❑ the use of addresses & date
❑ a formal mode of address e.g. Dear Sir/Madam or a named recipient 
❑ effectively/fluently sequenced paragraphs
❑ an appropriate mode of signing off: Yours sincerely/faithfully. 

Article

❑ broadsheet = formal / local or tabloid = informal
❑ a clear/apt/original title 
❑ a strapline & subheadings
❑ an introductory (overview) paragraph 
❑ effectively/fluently sequenced paragraphs. 

Leaflet
(text only)

❑ a clear/apt/original title 
❑ organisational devices such as inventive subheadings or boxes 
❑ bullet points 
❑ effectively/fluently sequenced paragraphs. 

Speech
(text only)

❑ a clear address to an audience 
❑ effective/fluently linked sections to indicate sequence 
❑ rhetorical indicators that an audience is being addressed 

Essay ❑ an effective introduction and convincing conclusion 
❑ effectively/fluently linked paragraphs to sequence a range of ideas. 

English - Tomorrow’s World Knowledge Organiser Summer 1

Word Class Definition Example

Verb

A verb is a word or set of words that shows action (runs, is 
going, has been painting); feeling (loves, envies); or state 
of being (am, are, is, have been, was, seem)..

The curfew simply 
perpetuated the idea that 
young people were not to 
be trusted. 

Adverb
An adverb labels how, when or where something happens 
(and they often end in ‘–ly’). 

I apologised profusely for 
my error. 

Noun

Pronoun

Nouns are names, places and things; they also signify 
imagined things like ‘a ghost’; and ideas or concepts, such 
as ‘love’, ‘guilt’ or ‘fate’.

Words used instead of a noun i.e. ‘he’, ‘she’, ‘they’, ‘it’. 

You ought to feel a sense 
of regret for your actions. 

I cannot tackle this alone; 
we need to unite to make a 
change.  

Adjective 
An adjective is a describing word or phrase that adds 
qualities to a noun. It normally comes before a noun, or 
after verbs like ‘am’, ‘is’, ‘was’, ‘appears’ or ‘seems’.

Your attitude is defeatist
and, quite frankly,
disappointing. 

Preposition 
Prepositions are words and phrases that give information 
about place, time and manner

We must stand beside one 
another and fight against 
these corporations. 
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Vocbulary List

Word Definition

Destructive
(adj.)
• To describe the consequences of an action or event that destroys or ruins somewhere/something.

Catastrophic
(adj.)
• To describe the consequences of an action or event that has devastating consequences.
• To describe a disaster.

Impending
(adj.)
• When something is about to happen (very soon).

Perilous
(adj.)
• To describe a dangerous or life-threatening situation in which someone/something faces harm.

Unforeseen
(adj.)
• When you cannot predict something.
• When you don’t know the consequences/effects of an action.

Reversal
(noun)
• When you take the opposite position, direction or opinion to something/someone.

Deterioration
(noun)
• To make or become worse.
• To wear away.

Unite
(noun)
• To come together as a whole for a common purpose.
• To act in agreement.

Endeavour
(noun)
• To attempt/try to do something.
• To apply a strenuous effort to achieve something.

Apathy
(noun)
• Lack of interest in or concern for things that others find moving or exciting.

Amend
(verb)
• To change/modify/alter for the better; improve.

Facilitate
(verb)
• To make something easier or less difficult.
• To help make change or progress.

Urge
(verb)
• To push or force along; impel with force or vigor.
• To drive with incitement to speed or effort.

Ravage
(verb)
• To devastate something by ruining/damaging it.

Implore
(verb)
• To beg/plead for help or mercy.

Where can I find out more?

BBC Blue Planet documentaries on BBC iPlayer:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b008044n/the-blue-planet

BBC Earth videos on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/user/BBCEarth

World Wildlife Foundation website articles:
https://www.wwf.org.uk/

Contact Real Food Wythenshawe:
https://www.realfoodwythenshawe.com/about/

Visit Wythenshawe Park Horticultural Centre (you can also see the Real Food Wythenshawe website under ‘Projects’)

Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar (SPaG) Practice

You should practice the following SPaG topics online if 
possible 
https://www.bbc.com/education/guides/zqsyvcw/revision/
4  

• full stops 
• capital letters
• commas 
• speech marks 
• exclamation marks 
• question marks 
• past tense verbs
• semi colons
• apostrophes 

Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar (SPaG) Practice

Capital Letters

The person with the best grade in the class was Lewis (names)
My favourite country is Ireland, because it’s so beautiful and breath-
taking (place). 
My favourite day of the week is Wednesday, and my least favourite

is Tuesday, and my favourite month is October (dates).
The only reason I went to the party was for the wonderful home-
made humus (first word in a sentence). 

Apostrophes

My dad’s favourite team is Manchester United- even though they lose 
all the time (possession)
I feel really guilty that I lost Lewis’ pencil case (possession).
Have you seen my dog’s favourite toy (possession)?
I don’t (do not) believe in ghosts (contracted).
It’s (it is) really important to revise in school, so that we can be a 
genius like Mr Sealy (contracted).
We can’t (cannot) go to revision, because we are hunting dragons 
later (contracted). 
I know I shouldn’t (should not) eat so much cake, but I can’t (cannot) 
resist as it’s (it is) delicious (contracted). 

Quotation Marks

We see this when it states ‘John roared at his bully.’
This is shown in the quotation ‘The detective smiled sadly.’

Sentence Starters

Many people think that…
Like me, you must agree that... 
As a community, we should aim to...
As a concerned member of the community/ parent/ adult / consumer / citizen…
People like us often think...
We know from experience that people… 
It is widely accepted that…
Not only will this…it will also…
Whilst I appreciate that you cannot…I still think…
Although I agree that…I also think…
I would implore you to consider…    
The impact of this would be…        
This resulted in…
This led to…
Think about…

Consider the impact of…
Imagine if…
Consequently…
Usually…
Considering…
Furthermore…
Moreover…
Ultimately…
Most importantly…
Fundamentally…
In conclusion…
Significantly…
Finally…

English - Tomorrow’s World Knowledge Organiser Summer 1
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ENGLISH – REFUGEE BOY

Characters and what Sissay may have wanted them to represent
Alem: Alem is the protagonist of the play and 
represents hope within the play.  He is a kind and 
innocent boy who tries to make the best of his 
situation.  He learns slang and the meaning of 
words from Mustapha as well as doing well in 
school.  He is forced to defend himself with a knife 
after Sweeney’s constant bullying and is clearly 
affected by the violence he has seen in Eritrea but 
refuses to be beaten by it.  He is brave and vows 
to fit against his deportation as he wants to see 
the day when there are no more refugees in the 
world and the world can live in peace’.

Mr Kelo: Mr Kelo is Alem’s father.  He could be 
seen as representing duty and love.  He loves 
his son Alem and values his life more than 
anything but leaves him alone in the UK as he 
has to return to Eritrea to care for his wife and 
fight for his freedom.  He is an educated man 
who can speak six languages and who has read 
the works of Dickens and Shakespeare.  He also 
reflects the plight of many people suffering in 
war.   He is spat on, beaten and forced to watch 
the murder of his wife as she is seen as the 
enemy’ because she is Eritrean.    

Mr and Mrs Fitzgerald: Geroid and Siobhan 
Fitzgerald are a kind and well-meaning couple who 
have taken on nine foster children in the past.  
Both she and Mr Fitzgerald love each other and 
care about Alem and his future.  They provide 
some stability for him and help him to adjust to his 
new life.

Mustapha: Mustapha is Alem and Ruth’s friend 
from the care home and uses humour and his 
obsession with cars to distract himself from his 
own family issues.  Like Alem, he has struggled 
from an early age – I know about fear.  We 
know.  Never really known who I was.  Spent a 
life in different homes.

Ruth: Ruth is the Fitzgerald’s daughter. After the 
death of Themba, she finds it difficult to form a 
relationship with Alem - Shut up, I hate you. I 
hope they send you back’ but eventually she 
becomes closer to Alem and initiates the campaign 
to prevent the Kelos being sent back. 

Sweeney: Sweeney is another boy from the 
care home who racially and physically abuses 
Alem.  After Alem threatens him with a knife, 
Sweeney reveals his own unhappiness and 
upbringing which makes us feel some sympathy 
for him.  He tells Alem - you don’t want to be 
like us.  Messed with.  Messed up.

Lawyer/Social worker/Adjudicator: These are played by the Fitzgerald family and represent the 
unfeeling/bureaucratic side of the asylum and care home laws in the UK.

Play summary
Scenes 1-10: The play opens with a short scene between Alem and his father (Mr Kelo).  They are looking 
at the stars. The next scene is much noisier in contrast and shows the confusion and fear of Alem as he 
learns that his father has gone.  We then see Alem in a children’s home and are introduced to Mustapha who 
is much more outspoken than the innocent and trusting Alem.  In the next scene, Mustapha introduces Alem
to Sweeney who bullies and abuses him.  Mustapha is also afraid of Sweeney and does not defend his new 
friend as Sweeney forces Alem to call himself Refugee Boy.  We are then transported to Eritrea and the 
violent treatment of Alem’s family by a soldier.  We hear Mr Kelo’s pain at being driven from his home 
followed by Alem running from the care home.  The next scene is a calmer, more domestic scene as Alem is 
in a foster home with the Fitzgeralds and their daughter, Ruth.  Scene 7 repeats scene 1 but adds some more 
detail around the relationship between the father and son.  Scene 8 is a scene at the Fitzgerald’s house, and 
it is revealed that Ruth says the name ‘Themba’ in her sleep.  Scene 9 focusses on Alem’s day in court 
around his foster care and scene 10 allows us to learn more about Mustapha and his troubled family life.
Act 11-20:  Scene 11 opens with the heart-breaking news, via a letter from his father, that Alem’s mother 
has been killed.  Mr Kelo also tells Alem that he is coming to the UK to be with him.  The news of his mother’s 
death causes Alem to remember more violent treatment in Eritrea. Scene 13 returns to the present with Mrs 
Fitzgerald trying to complete some chores and Ruth trying to talk to her about Themba.  In scene 14, Ruth 
confides to Alem that Themba was a foster child who lived with them previously who she loved but he 
committed suicide.  There is a touching scene between the two as Ruth tells him to trust her Like I’m your 
sister and she comforts him over his mother’s death. Scene 15 starts with some light relief with Mustapha 
naming cars but ends with violence when Sweeney and Hooded try to rob Alem and he threatens them with a 
knife.  In scene 17, Mr Kelo arrives at the Fitzgerald house and the exchange between them is awkward as 
they try to make jokes with each other. Mr Kelo and Alem are reunited and discuss their asylum claim which 
is acted out in the next scene.  The claim is refused.  Scene 19 and 20 show how Alem’s friends want to 
protest again this but Mr Kelo is nervous about making such a strong political statement.  He tells Alem to 
leave his house and Alem replies It’s not your house.  It’s not your country’. 
Act 21-29: The last scenes of the play alternate between Alem, Mustapha and Ruth campaigning against 
Alem’s deportation – LET THEM STAY. DEPORTATION. NO WAY – and the tragic encounter between an 
unnamed man and Mr Keto which ends in him being killed for his beliefs.  Alem passionately outlines to the 
audience at the demonstration and how his name means ‘the world’ and how he wants the world to live in 
peace.  He then turns to introduce his father who is not there.  The report in scene 28 describes the killing of 
Mr Keto as politically motivated as he was fighting, with his son, to bring the two warring communities 
together.  The play ends as it begun, with Mr Kelo and Alem looking at the stars in the UK and Alem asking 
Can I come?  Please.  Can I?  Can I? 

Themes and how they link to character and contexts
Belonging and home:  This theme is linked to 
Alem and his family.  They are refugees, so have 
been driven from their home.  They leave in fear –
We left everything behind…out of the country. 
Alem feels like he does not belong in the UK and is 
badly treated and bullied - I am not a runaway.  I 
am not a refugee boy’. The Fitzgerald family 
provide him with some sense of belonging and 
home and he learns to love them and feel safer 
with them.  They look after him and tell him ‘you 
are part of our family’.

Fear and violence: The play is littered with noise –
many of the stage directions are ‘bang, bang, bang’ which 
jolts the audience and shows how Alem lives in fear of 
violence in both the UK and in Ethiopia.  The descriptions 
of the treatment of the Kelo family by the soldiers in 
Eritrea is hard-hitting and underlines the fear that many 
people live in.  The Kelo family are terrorized and Alem’s
mother is killed in the violence.  Alem is also bullied and 
gets into fights in the UK with the other children from the 
care home – all of which are caused by their own sense of 
fear and uncertainty.

Family and Friendship: Although Alem’s father 
leaves him in the UK, he loves him and cares about 
his safety and Alem is loyal to his family and is 
desperate to be back with them.  The Fitzgerald 
family are kind and Mrs Fitzgerald in particular 
represents calmness and domesticity.  Alem finds 
friendship with Mustapha and Ruth who helps him 
campaign for asylum.  Mustapha believes in 
friendship as he has a difficult family life – Friends 
are like the family you make.

Marginalization and identity:  Alem is a young boy 
who is trying to forge his own identity in a new country.  
There are many scenes where he is learning new 
language and slang from the other boys in the care home 
and trying to fit in.  The play highlights how many people 
in society are judged by their race or their beliefs.  Mr
Kelo is killed for his political beliefs and Alem is always 
judged for his race – You’re all poison.  No wonder you 
stick together – cause no-one else wants you’.

Contexts and concepts
Refugees and immigration: In the 
introduction, Sissay wonders ‘maybe if we 
accepted that immigration is natural to 
humans…there would be more peace in the 
world’.  This key contextual message is 
carried throughout the play as we see how 
Alem and his father are treated in the UK 
when they are seeking asylum from their 
home country. 

Ethiopia and Eritrea: Both Alem and his father talk 
in Amharic in the play, which is the official language 
of Ethiopia.  Alem tells Mustapha that he comes from 
Ethiopia and Eritrea which refers to the conflict over 
the Ethiopian and Eritrean borders between 1998 
and 2000.  During this conflict, many people lost 
their lives and were forced to flee from their homes 
and their country to find safety

Lemn Sissay: Lemn Sissay was born in 
Wigan, a few months after his mother 
moved from Ethiopia.  He then grew up in 
foster homes and care facilities and met his 
birth mother when he was 21.  His childhood 
experiences of growing up in care and 
without his birth family may well have 
influenced his adaptation of Zephaniah’s 
novel.

Conflict: there are many references to war and 
conflicts within the play. The first is the war in 
Ethiopia and the scenes with the soldiers referring to 
Mengistu (the leader in Ethiopia at the time of the 
war).  There are also conflicts and struggles in the 
United Kingdom such as the bureaucracy around the 
foster/care system as well as the courtroom battles 
Alem and his father have in order to gain asylum in 
the UK. 

Life in the UK: the play looks at some key political and social contexts in the UK.  Alem is part of 
the care system as the process for seeking asylum and refugee status.  The play looks at how the 
UK treats those in need of help and how the systems fail them.  There is also a focus on knife crime 
and politically/racially motivated crime.

Summer 2
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Fantastic Futures 
Key terms - Religious Education: Islam 

Islam An Abrahamic monotheistic religion which is the world’s second 
largest religion, with over 1.9 billion followers. Islam means 
submission and peace.

Monotheism The belief in one God

Prophet A messenger of God

Origin The point in time or place that something began 

Idol An image or representation of a god used as an object of worship –
e.g a statue or painting depicting a God

Omnipotent Having unlimited power

Eternal Lasting or existing forever, without an end

Islamophobia Prejudice or discrimination against Islam or Muslims 

Submission To commit and obey 

Recite To say out-loud

Key terms - Religious Education: Islam 
Quran The holy book of Islam

Haram Forbidden in Islam

Halal Allowed in Islam

Jannah Meaning ‘garden of bliss’ or heaven. Described as a beautiful and 
attractive paradise or resting place, with many levels.

Jahannam Meaning ‘the depths’ – a place of fire and great torment, with 7 
levels.

Mosque A Muslim place of worship

Wu-’du The performance of cleaning before prayer

Hijab A headscarf sometimes worn by Muslim women

Key Knowledge - Religious Education: Islam 

The Five 
Pillars of 
Islam

SHAHADAH
The statement of belief – that there is only one God, Allah and 
Muhammad is his messenger

SALAH
Prayer – Muslims pray five times per day

ZAKAT
Charity – Muslims give 2.5% of their earnings to charity each year

HAJJ
Making a pilgrimage to the House of Allah in Mecca

FASTING
Fasting from sunrise to sunset during the Month of Ramadan

The Nature of 
God (Allah)

• Muslims believe that there is only one God 
• They believe that Allah is infinite, was not created and cannot be 

destroyed
• They believe that Allah is omnipotent and omniscient 
• Muslims believe that Allah is the creator of the world. He created it 

over ‘six periods’ and created men and that they may worship him
• Muslims believe Allah will show mercy (forgiveness) to people. They 

also believe that Muhammad was forgiving
• Muslims believe that Allah can witness all actions. They believe that 

they will be judged by Allah on their behaviour, so they try to live 
good lives

• Muslims believe that Allah is fair and just, that this life is a test for 
what will happen to them after death

The Quran • The Quran is believed to be Allah’s final revolution, given to the final 
prophet Muhammad who recited it

• The Quran is in Arabic and seen as the word of Allah
• Copies of the Quran must be treated with the utmost respect
• The Qur’an gives guidance to Muslims

There are no 
images or 
depictions of 
either Allah 
or 
Muhammad

Summer Term 1
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Fantastic Futures
Key terms - Health and Wellbeing: Physical and Mental 

Wellbeing The state of being comfortable, healthy or happy – physically, 
mentally and socially.

Self-esteem Our sense of value and self-worth – how we regard ourselves 
and think of ourselves.

Lifestyle The way we live, our attitudes and habits 

Nutrition Obtaining the food that we need for health and growth

Body Image Our attitudes and beliefs and perceptions about our own body

Addiction An inability to stop using a substance of carrying out a behaviour 
even though it does us harm

Moderation Avoiding excess or excess (too much)

Diet The kinds of foods that we eat

Obese Having too much body fat, often caused by eating too much and 
moving too little. 

Deficiency Not having enough, or having too little

Malnourishment A lack of proper nutrition – by not eating the right things or not 
having enough to eat

Aspects of Health - Health and Wellbeing: Physical and Mental 

Physical Health All aspects of our health are interlinked and interconnected.
Unhealthy lifestyles occur when over time one or more of the 
aspects of our health are deficient or neglected. Unhealthy 
lifestyles can reduce our life expectancy, lead to long-term 
health problems and diseases and affect our daily lives and long-
term life satisfaction.

Emotional Health

Mental Health

Social Health

Key Knowledge - Health and Wellbeing: Physical and Mental 

The Food 
Traffic Light 
System

The Food Traffic light system gives a visual indication and information 
at a glance about food. 

Food Groups Carbohydrates:
Bread, cereals and potatoes should form the basis of most of our meals, 
as they give us energy.
Fruit and Vegetables:
Contain many of the vitamins and minerals we need for good health, 
they help us fight infections. Government guidelines say to eat give 
portions of fruit and vegetables each day – but that ten is better.
Fats and Sugars:
Foods high in saturated fats and sugars such as butter, eggs, biscuits 
and cakes should be eaten sparingly. Healthy fats can be found in foods 
such as nuts, olives and avocados. 
Milk and Dairy:
Foods such as milk, cheese and yogurt should be eaten in moderate 
amounts.
Meat, fish, pules and beans:
Foods such as these are sources of protein and should be eaten in 
moderate amounts.

Signposting and Further Support

Speak to any member of MEA staff, including:
Any teacher or adult
Your Form Tutor
Your LCC or MCC
Put a note in the worries box at student services

Summer Term 2
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Key concepts: Ecosystems
Habitat; A habitat is a place where an organism makes its home. A habitat meets 
all the environmental conditions an organism needs to survive.
Biome; A biome is a large area characterized by its vegetation, soil, climate, and 
wildlife
Ecosystem  The simplest definition of an ecosystem is that it is a community or 
group of living organisms that live in and interact with each other in a specific 
environment.

Key Terms Meaning

Everglades The Everglades is a unique treasure found in South Florida. The 
Everglades is the largest remaining subtropical wilderness in the 
United States. It consists of 1.5 million acres of saw grass marshes, 
mangrove forests, and hardwood hammocks dominated by 
wetlands. It is home to endangered, rare, and exotic wildlife.

Australia Australia is the second driest continent in the world. This does not 
mean that areas without fresh water do not have plants and 
animals. In fact, arid zone habitats are full of life. Some arid zone 
habitats include tall shrubs, heath, grasslands, sandy areas and 
rocky areas.

UK climate The UK has a temperate climate. In general, this means that Britain 
gets cool, wet winters and warm, wet summers. It rarely features 
the extremes of heat or cold, drought or wind that are common in 
other climates. The weather conditions are also very changeable

Summer Term 1

Key concepts: Ecosystems
Habitat; A habitat is a place where an organism makes its home. A habitat meets 
all the environmental conditions an organism needs to survive.
Biome; A biome is a large area characterized by its vegetation, soil, climate, and 
wildlife
Ecosystem  The simplest definition of an ecosystem is that it is a community or 
group of living organisms that live in and interact with each other in a specific 
environment.

Key Terms Meaning

Everglades The Everglades is a unique treasure found in South Florida. The 
Everglades is the largest remaining subtropical wilderness in the 
United States. It consists of 1.5 million acres of saw grass marshes, 
mangrove forests, and hardwood hammocks dominated by 
wetlands. It is home to endangered, rare, and exotic wildlife.

Australia Australia is the second driest continent in the world. This does not 
mean that areas without fresh water do not have plants and 
animals. In fact, arid zone habitats are full of life. Some arid zone 
habitats include tall shrubs, heath, grasslands, sandy areas and 
rocky areas.

UK climate The UK has a temperate climate. In general, this means that Britain 
gets cool, wet winters and warm, wet summers. It rarely features 
the extremes of heat or cold, drought or wind that are common in 
other climates. The weather conditions are also very changeable

Summer Term 1
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Key Terms: Africa Meaning

Importance of 
Africa 

Africa is a vital region with some of the fastest growing economies in the world. Africa is a continent of thousands of languages and 
cultures, unparalleled eco-diversity, and over a billion vibrant and innovative people.

Culture Culture can be defined as all the ways of life including arts, beliefs and institutions of a population that are passed down from 
generation to generation. Culture has been called "the way of life for an entire society." As such, it includes codes of manners, dress, 
language, religion, rituals, art.

Egypt Egypt, country located in the north eastern corner of Africa. Egypt’s heartland, the Nile River valley and delta, was the home of one 
of the principal civilizations of the ancient Middle East and, like Mesopotamia farther east, was the site of one of the world’s earliest 
urban and literate societies. Pharaonic Egypt thrived for some 3,000 years through a series of native dynasties that were 
interspersed with brief periods of foreign rule. After Alexander the Great conquered the region in 323 BCE, urban Egypt became an 
integral part of the Hellenistic world.

Kenya Kenya, country in East Africa famed for its scenic landscapes and vast wildlife preserves. Its Indian Ocean coast provided historically 
important ports by which goods from Arabian and Asian traders have entered the continent for many centuries. Along that coast, 
which holds some of the finest beaches in Africa, are predominantly Muslim Swahili cities such as Mombasa, a historic centre that 
has contributed much to the musical and culinary heritage of the country.

South Africa South Africa, the southernmost country on the African continent, renowned for its varied topography, great natural beauty, and 
cultural diversity, all of which have made the country a favoured destination for travellers since the legal ending of apartheid
(Afrikaans: “apartness,” or racial separation) in 1994.

Key Terms: Maps Meaning

Atlas Is a collection of maps, all together in one book.

Political maps The political map displays territorial features such as cities, state, countries and their boundaries

Physical maps While the physical map shows the natural features of a place such as mountains, waterbodies plains, etc. 

Climatic maps Climatic maps show the distribution of the monthly or annual average of climate— temperature, precipitation, humidity, percentage 
of sunshine, insolation, cloud cover, wind speed and direction.

GIS A Geographical Information System is a way of displaying and analysing spatially referenced information. The three main components 
of GIS are: a map, spatially referenced data and software that displays the data.

Key concepts: Exploring Africa  

Summer Term 2
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Key terms Meaning

Heretic A person who holds religious views different from 
what the group/law states.

Galleon A large warship

Armada A fleet (group of ships) of warships.

Dynasty a family of rulers who rule over a country for a long 
period of time.

Reign the period of rule of a monarch.

Reformation Attempts to reform (change and improve) the Catholic 
Church and the development of Protestant Churches 
in Western Europe.

Dissolution To dissolve (get rid of) something.

Monasteries A building, or buildings, where people lived and 
worshiped, devoting their time and life to God. The 
people who lived in the monastery were called 
monks.

The Pope The Head of the Catholic Church on Earth.

Key 
people
Henry VII First Tudor king

Henry VIII Tudor Monarch most 
famous for the 
creation of the 
Church of England 
and his many wives.

Mary I Catholic Daughter of 
King Henry VIII, 
known as ‘Bloody 
Mary’

Elizabeth I Last of the Tudor 
Monarchs, Known as 
the ‘Virgin Queen’

Key terms Meaning

Treason The crime of betraying one's country, 
especially by attempting to kill or overthrow 
the sovereign or government.

Catholicism The Christian Church which is followed by 
Catholics.

Protestant A member or follower of any of the Western 
Christian Churches that are separate from 
the Roman Catholic Church.

Heresy A word used by different religious groups, 
used to describe someone who has ideas that 
are different from what the group/law 
teaches.

Execution The carrying out of a sentence of death on a 
condemned person.

Puritan People who wanted to “purify,” or simplify, 
the Church of England by moving further 
away from Catholic practices.

Mass The most important religious ritual for 
Catholics. 

History

1485
Henry Tudor defeats King Richard III at 
the Battle of Bosworth Field signalling 

an end to the Wars of the Roses and the 
start of the Tudor Dynasty.

1534
King Henry VIII creates the Church of 

England

1536
King Henry VIII orders the dissolution 

of the monasteries in England.

1588
The Spanish Armada is defeated by Elizabeth I 

signalling England’s ascension to  world 
superpower. 

1603
The death of Elizabeth I and the end of the 

Tudor dynasty.

Skills concept Key words:
Cause- The reason why something happens.
Reason- A cause, explanation, or justification for an action or event.
Interpretation- A historical opinion of a person or event.
Inference- An educated guess based on evidence.
Significance- How important an event/ someone is.

Knowledge concept Key words:
Power- the ability or capacity to do something or act in a particular way.
Control- the power to influence or direct people's behaviour or the course of events.
Religion- the belief in and worship of a superhuman controlling power, especially a personal God or gods.
Rebellion- an act of armed resistance to an established government or leader.
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Key terms Meaning

Middle 
Passage

The crossing from Africa to the Americas, which the ships 
made carrying their 'cargo' of slaves. It was so-called 
because it was the middle section of the trade route taken 
by many of the ships.

Dysentery Illness or sickness characterised by specific signs or 
symptoms.

Auction An infectious disease spread through poor hygiene , 
causing severe diarrhoea containing blood or mucus and 
often death.

Ownership The fact that you own something.

Legacy The long-term reputation  of a person or organisation.

Plantation Large farms that produced crops such as coffee, sugar, 
tobacco and are usually worked by slaves.

Underground 
Railroad 

A network of secret routes and safe houses used by slaves 
to escape into the free states and Canada.

Key 
people
Harriet 
Tubman

An American 
abolitionist and 
political activist. 
Born into slavery, 
Tubman escaped 
and subsequently 
made some 13 
missions to rescue 
slaves.

Olaudah 
Equiano 

A former slave 
who documented 
his experiences 
through slavery 
and influenced 
public opinion.

William 
Wilberforce

British politician 
and leader of the 
movement to end 
slavery.

Key terms Meaning

Slavery The practice of owning other people. The 
owned people are called slaves and are 
required by law to work or do anything 
the owner asks them to do.

Prejudice An unfair and unreasonable
opinion or feeling, especially
when formed without 
enough thought or knowledge.

Civilisation The society, culture, and way of life of a 
particular area.

Cultural The pattern of behaviour shared by a 
society, or group of people. Many 
different things make up a 
society's culture. These things include 
food, language, clothing, tools, music, 
arts, customs, beliefs, and
Religion.

Transatlantic Crossing or extending across the Atlantic 
Ocean.

Abolition To put an end to something.

Campaigners A person who works in an organised and 
active way towards a goal.

History

Discovery of the New World 1492.
Attempting to find a sea passage to East
Asia and India, European explorer
Christopher Columbus discovers the New
World, a gigantic land mass that includes
North and South America, as well as the
Caribbean.

English colonisation of America 1607.
England begins to lay down colonies
across the new world, the first being
Virginia and Massachusetts. Plantations
are established.

First slaves arrive in North America 1619
First documented slaves to arrive from
Africa in Jamestown Virginia. After this, an
estimated 2 million African slaves are
brought to North American colonies to work
on plantations.

Slave Trade Act 1807
Britain creates a law that stops her
colonies buying and selling slaves in
any of her territories. However, this did
not end the practice of slavery and all
current slaves continued to be so.

Slavery Abolition
Act 1833
Britain makes it
illegal for slaves to
be owned in any of
her colonies.

Knowledge concept Key words:
Colonisation- The act of sending people to live and govern in another land or country.
Rights-Freedoms we have that are protected by our laws
Discrimination-The unfair treatment of one particular person or group of people. Usually the different 
treatment is because of the person's sex, religion, nationality, ethnicity and race.
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Year 7 DANCE

Performance Skills Choreographic Skills 

Energy- Showing commitment with 100% enthusiasm 
throughout your performance. 

Projection- Exaggerating all movements to make sure 
that they look big and visible.

Extension- Stretching out arms and legs so all 
movements are executed clearly.

Timing- Moving in time with the music and with the 
group.

Dynamics- Using different speeds when dancing. 

Facial Expressions- Using your face to show your 
character’s emotion whilst dancing.

Movement Memory- Being able to remember a long 
sequence of movements. 

Canon- Performing the same movement, one dancer 
after another.

Unison- All dancers performing the same movement 
at the same time. 

Motif Development- Changing the key movement of 
the routine to make it more unique. 

Formations- The way the dancers arrange themselves 
onstage. 

Duet- A pair of dancers performing together.

Quartet- Four dancers performing together.

Question and Answer- Performing a move that is a 
response to the move before it. 

Remember, performance skills will 
improve how you perform your moves 
but choreographic skills will make your 
dance routines more interesting to 
watch!
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AWAITING CONTENT

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS  2021 - 2022

Drama
When acting, the two ways you perform are verbally 
(with your words) and non-verbally (with your actions)

Key Techniques

Gestures A movement (usually a hand 
movement) that means 
something.

Levels The different heights that actors 
reach when standing onstage.

Body Expression Using your body to express your 
feelings.

Facial Expression Using your face to express your 
feelings.

Still 
Image/Freeze 
Frame 

A scene onstage that tells a story 
where all of the characters are 
completely still like a painting or 
photograph.

Spoken Thought When characters in a freeze 
frame speak and tell the 
audience how they are currently 
feeling.

Spacing The space between actors 
onstage. 

Chorusing A large group of actors onstage 
that describe and talk about the 
action of the play.

Remember when you are creating a scene:Remember when you are creating a scene:
1.1. Who is in the scene and why?Who is in the scene and why?

2.2. Think about where the audience is sitting and make Think about where the audience is sitting and make 
sure that they can see your face.sure that they can see your face.

3.3. Does anyone change their levels?Does anyone change their levels?

4.4. How do the characters change as the scene goes on?How do the characters change as the scene goes on?

5.5. Is there a clear beginning, middle and end?Is there a clear beginning, middle and end?

A piece performed by one actor is called a solo performance.

What is a piece with two actors 
called?

A P_ _ _ _ _ Performance

What is a piece with three actors 
called?

A T _ _ _ Performance

What is a piece with a very large 
group of actors called?

An E _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Performance 

Melodrama is a style of drama where the actor performs all 
speech, actions and movements in a very over-the-top way.

Mime is a non-verbal style of performance that is strongly 
rooted in French tradition. Instead of props, mime artists use 
their bodies to create invisible objects. It is often comedic 
and is very popular as street performance.

Physical Theatre is a style of theatre that uses movement 
and physicality to tell a story or to show how a character is 
feeling. 
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Music - Blues

Keywords:
Pitch: How high or low a musical sound is.
Rhythm: the pattern of long and short sounds as you move through the song. See the note tree for 
the different note lengths!
Critical Listening: Listening to a piece of music with extra care and attention, listening to more 
than just the notes or lyrics. 
Notation: Notation is how we write music using a staff or a score. 
Pulse: Pulse is a steady beat like a ticking clock or your heartbeat.
Note: A musical sound or the symbol used to write it down.
Blues: A genre of music originating in America, primarily as songs associated with the slave trade 
of African Americans. These songs described the struggles and prejudice they faced, and this soon 
became a genre in it’s own right, for people of all backgrounds to vent about their struggles.
Riff: A series of notes that are repeated over and over again, creating a catchy pattern called a riff. 
Bassline: This usually follows the chord structure of a piece, and can be formed by either playing 
the root note of the chord, or forming a pattern based on the chord and the associated scale.
Structure: This is how the piece flows, usually identified using words like Verse, Chorus, Bridge etc. 
or patterns such as ABA or AB etc. This tells us how the song is structured into sections, and can 
help us to identify chord and lyric changes. 
Improvisation: This is where we use a scale or series of notes, and make up a tune that fits in with 
the songs chords and style. This is made up on the spot.
Scale: A series of notes that are related to a key that help us to find notes that sound right in that 
key. This is the basis of a melody or improvisation. 

Example Verse: 
(RIFF) I woke up this morning,
(RIFF) My hair was a mess,
(RIFF) I was so tired,
(RIFF) I put on my mums dress!

ABAB Rhyming Structure

Lines 2 and 4 
must rhyme

Can you here the 12 Bar Blues in these key pieces?

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzQ8GDBA8Is
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbYiGR0YAAk
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8hqGu-

leFc&list=PL7BU5FuIl66Pg8MTIytGl0dpQBUC3nB9N
4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQ6akiGRcL8&list=PL7BU

5FuIl66Pg8MTIytGl0dpQBUC3nB9N&index=10
5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_l6A7krjrQ&list=PL7BU

5FuIl66Pg8MTIytGl0dpQBUC3nB9N&index=12

In song 5, 
can you 
hear the 
blues riff 
we learnt 
in class?
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These are the notes on the stave for Treble Clef.
This is something you will need to memorise for every music related task you 
will EVER do, so it is really important to find a way to remember this!
For example: Every Good Boy Deserves Football / FACE J

Keywords:
Stave: A set of five lines and four spaces on which notes are written to indicate their pitch.
Pitch: How high or low a musical sound is.
Treble Clef: Another name for the G clef. You can see this as the treble clef is a fancy letter G, which centres 
on the second line, which is where the note G sits!
Rhythm: the pattern of long and short sounds as you move through the song. See the note tree for the 
different note lengths!
Orchestra: A mixed group of instruments with Strings, Woodwind, Brass, Percussion and a Conductor. 
Orchestral: A word to describe music played by an orchestra.
Instrument Families: Families is another word for the different sections of the orchestra, for example the 
String Family.
Critical Listening: Listening to a piece of music with extra care and attention, listening to more than just the 
notes or lyrics. 
Music Theory: This is everything we will cover when learning the notes on the stave, the musical note tree, 
and drink rhythms. This also covers definitions and other important information about how to notate and 
describe music.
Notation: Notation is how we write music using a staff or a score. 
Pulse: Pulse is a steady beat like a ticking clock or your heartbeat.
Note: A musical sound or the symbol used to write it down.

Music - Rhythm
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Rounders
Basic rules 
The object of the game is to hit a ball (roughly the size of a tennis, but much harder) with a 
bat. Once the ball is hit you then need to run around 4 bases to score a run. The team with 
the most runs at the end of the game is deemed the winner.
Skills and techniques 

Batting- Hold the bat with either one or two hands, using the 'handshake' grip. Stand side-on 
to the bowler, holding the bat behind you. 3 Keep your weight over your back leg. 4 Watch 
the ball throughout.

Fielding- A batter is out if a fielder catches the ball after it has been hit and before it touches 
the ground, a fielder touches the post of the base halfway up (or higher) with the ball while 
the batter is running to it, the batter deliberately drops or throws the bat, or another batter 
runs to the same base or overtakes a batter, in which case both batters are out.

Bowling- Knees bent, ball released inside the square and shoulders and hip in line. Look for 
a good pendulum motion when bowling. The ball should reach the recipient between knee 
and the top of their head height, otherwise it will be classed as a no ball.

Softball 
Basic rules 
Each team bats once in each innings before the sides switch. The fielding team has a pitcher, 
catcher, a player on first base, second base, third base, three deep fielders and short stop. A 
batter must successfully strike the ball and run around as many bases as possible.

Skills and Techniques

Throwing- To achieve fluidity in your softball throw, begin with your shoulders and hips in line 
with your target. Next, focus on your hand separation. Take the ball from your glove with your 
thumb pointing down. As you separate, move your throwing arm in a circular motion until your 
thumb is pointing toward the sky.

Batting- As the ball travels towards you, keep your eyes on it at all times. Do not drop the bat 
head any lower than your hands when moving in to hit the ball. Keep your arms bent as you bat; 
straightening them too early will increase the size of your swing arc, losing considerable speed 
and force.
Fielding- First, stay balanced in whatever position you are in on the field. Keep your glove and 
free hand in front of you to cover the ball into your glove and bring it up toward your body 
before planting your feet and making a hard throw. The closer you are to home plate, the lower 
you should be to the ground.

Football
Basic rules
A match consists of two 45 minutes halves with a 15 minute rest period in between.Each
team can have a minimum off 11 players (including 1 goalkeeper who is the only player 
allowed to handle the ball within the 18 yard box) and a minimum of 7 players are needed to 
constitute a match

Skills and techniques
Shooting is hitting the ball in an attempt to score a goal. It is usually done using the feet or 
head

Dribbling is manoeuvring a ball by one player while moving in a given direction, avoiding 
defenders' attempts to intercept the ball

Passing is to keep possession of the ball by maneuvering it on the ground between different 
players with the objective of advancing it up the playing field.

Badminton
Basic rules 
A match consists of the best of 3 games of 21 points. Every time there is a serve – there is a 
point scored. The side winning a rally adds a point to its score.

Skills and techniques
Serve- The badminton serve is the shot selected to begin the point. The serve must be hit from 
behind the service line and travel diagonally from one side of the court into the opposite 
service box.

Overhead clear- An overhead clear is a DEFENSIVE SHOT that allows a player time to recover by 
forcing their opponent to move and increasing the amount of time the birdie is in the air.

Drop shot- The forehand drop shot enables players to move their opponent to the front court. 
This will either win a point or create space in the mid and back court to exploit.

Grip- a grip is a way of holding the racket in order to hit shots during a match. The most 
commonly used grip is the orthodox forehand grip
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Science: Forces 
Know the facts- Speed 

Speed The distance travelled in a fixed time period, usually one 
second. Speed (m/s) = distance (m)/ time (s)

Acceleration The rate of change in speed (or velocity) is measured in metres 
per second squared

Deceleration     Slowing down or negative acceleration

Distance-time 
graphs

A graph with distance travelled plotted on the vertical axis 
against time taken on the horizontal axis.

Know the facts- drawing force diagrams   

The Object The object can be drawn as a dot

Balanced force Two forces acting with the same size in opposite directions on an 
object 

The size of arrows The size of the arrows represent the size of the force. Larger 
arrow = larger force
Smaller arrow = smaller force

Resultant force
The single force that could replace all the forces acting on an 
object, found by adding these together. If all the forces are 
balanced, the resultant force is zero.

Thrust Air 
resistance

A force diagram for a car:  this car will move to the right 
Reaction 
force 

Gravity 

Know the facts- Forces

Force A push or a pull. The unit of force is the newton (N).

Contact force Objects must touch each other to exert a force e.g. push, pull, friction, air 
resistance, upthrust

Non-contact 
force 

Non-contact forces act between two objects that are not physically touching 
each other. E.g. Magnetic force, static, gravity 

Friction A force between two surfaces that are sliding, or trying to slide, across each 
other

Air resistance A type of friction between air and another material

Thrust The force that pushes an object forward. 

Mass Mass is a measure of the amount of matter in an object. It is usually measured 
in g or kg

Weight The effect of gravity on a mass. It is a force measured in Newtons (N)

Moment A turning effect of a force. Moment = Force x distance from pivot. 

Deformation Changing shape and/or size as a result of forces being applied.

Elastic
Elastic materials return to their original shape and size after being stretched or 
squashed.

Hooke's law
The extension of an object or material is directly proportional to the force 
applied.

Know the facts- Space 
Galaxy A cluster of billions of stars held together by gravity 

The solar system The sun and the objects that orbit it 

Planets A planet is an astronomical body that orbits a star
There are eight planets in the solar system plus one dwarf planet 
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, (Pluto)

Comet Ball of ice and dust in orbit around the sun

Asteroid Made of rock and metal, smaller than planets. When a small piece of asteroid enters 
the Earth’s atmosphere it is called a meteor 
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Science: Ecology 
Key facts – ecosystems 

Community All the populations of different organisms that live together in a 
habitat.

Ecosystem A community of animals, plants and microorganisms, together with the 
habitat where they live.

Environment All the conditions that surround a living organism.
Habitat The place where an organism lives.
Population All of the members of a single species that live within a geographical 

area.
Species A type of organism that is the basic unit of classification. Individuals of 

different species are not able to interbreed successfully.

Key facts – feeding relationships 
Carnivore An animal that eats meat or flesh only.

Herbivore An animal that feeds only on plants.

Omnivore An animal that eats both plants and meat.
Predator An animal that hunts, kills and eats other animals for food.
Prey Organisms that predators kill for food.

Producer Plants that begin food chains and absorb energy from the sun for
photosynthesis 

Consumer An organism that obtains its energy by eating other organisms.

Food chain A sequence (usually shown as a diagram) of feeding relationships 
between organisms, showing which organisms eat what and the 
movement of energy through trophic levels.

Food web A network of food chains, showing how they all link together.
Pyramid of numbers A diagram that shows the relative numbers of organisms at each stage 

in a food chain.

Key facts – sampling techniques 
Sampling Different methods used to estimate the size of a population in an 

ecosystem

Quadrats A quadrat is usually a square made of wire. The organisms underneath, 
usually plants, can be identified and counted.

Pooters A pooter is a small jar used for collecting insects. It has two tubes - one 
goes into your mouth so you can apply suction, and the other goes over 
the insect so that is sucked into the jar. 

Pitfall traps A pitfall trap is often used to get a sample of small invertebrates living on 
the ground, such as beetles, spiders and slugs. It consists of a container, 
such as a yoghurt carton, buried in the ground.

Key facts – adaptations and competition
Adaptation Features that organisms have to help them survive in particular 

habitats e.g. sharp claws, good hearing, thick fur

Competition Competition may occur between organisms if there is a limited 
amount of food, water, space, mates, territory etc.

Interdependence When the population size of one species affects the size of 
another we say they are interdependent 

Endangered animal A species with very few members left existing in the wild

Extinct species A species of which there are no members left e.g. dodo, 
mammoth
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Mi Insti – My School Year 7 Foundation
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Mi Insti 1 – My School 1 Summer Term 1
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Mi Insti 2 – My School 2 Summer Term 1
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Spanish - Mi Familia
¿Cuántas personas hay
en tu familia?

En mi familia hay…personas.
mis padres
mi madre
mi padre
mi abuelo
mi abuela
mi bisabuela
mi tío
mi tía
mis primos
¿Cómo se llama tu madre?
Mi madre se llama…
¿Cómo se llaman tus primos?
Mis primos se llaman… y…
su hermano
sus hermanos

How many people are
there in your family?
In my family, there are… people.

my parents
my mother
my father
my grandfather
my grandmother
my great-grandmother
my uncle
my aunt
my cousins
What is your mother called?
My mother is called…
What are your cousins called?
My cousins are called… and…
his/her brother
his/her brothers and sisters

¿Cómo tienes el pelo?
Tengo el pelo…
castaño
negro
rubio
azul
liso
rizado
largo
corto
Soy pelirrojo/a.
Soy calvo.

¿Cómo es?
Es…
No es muy…
alto/a
bajo/a
delgado/a
gordo/a
guapo/a
inteligente
joven
viejo/a
Tiene pecas.
Tiene barba.
mis amigos
mi mejor amigo/a
su mejor amigo/a

What’s your hair like?
I have… hair.
brown
black
blond
blue
straight
curly
long
short
I am a redhead.
I am bald.

What is he/she like?
He/She is…
He/She isn’t very…
tall
short
slim
fat
good-looking
intelligent
young
old
He/She has freckles.
He has a beard.
my friends
my best friend
his/her best friend

¿De qué color tienes los ojos?
Tengo los ojos…
azules
grises
marrones
verdes
Llevo gafas.
Soy pelirojo/a

What colour are your eyes?
I have… eyes.
blue
grey
brown
green
I wear glasses.
I’m a redhead

Los números 20 – 100

veinte
treinta
cuarenta
cincuenta
sesenta
setenta
ochenta
noventa
cien

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

High frequency words

además
bastante
porque
muy
bastante
un poco

also, in addition 
quite
because
very
quite
a bit/ a littlemi/mis

tu/tus
su/sus

my
your
his/her

Summer Term 2
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Year 7 Tick off each time you complete Independent Study using your Knowledge Organiser

Summer Term 1
Week Beginning

25th April ‘22

Week Beginning

2nd May ‘22

Week Beginning

9th May ‘22

Week Beginning

16th May ‘22

Week Beginning

23rd May ‘22

Art

Art – 3D

Digital Enterprise - ICT

Digital Enterprise - Business

English

Fantastic Futures

Geography

History

Maths

Performing Arts - Dance

Performing Arts - Drama

Performing Arts - Music

PE

Science

Spanish 
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Year 7 Tick off each time you complete Independent Study using your Knowledge Organiser

Summer Term 2
Week Beginning

6th June ‘22

Week Beginning

13th June ‘22

Week Beginning

20th June ‘22

Week Beginning

27th June ‘22

Week Beginning

4th July ‘22

Week Beginning

11th July ‘22

Week Beginning

18th July ‘22

Art

Art – 3D

Digital Enterprise - ICT

Digital Enterprise -
Business

English

Fantastic Futures

Geography

History

Maths

Performing Arts -
Dance

Performing Arts -
Drama

Performing Arts -
Music

PE

Science

Spanish 
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Retrieval Practice 
Templates 
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Retrieval Practice

• Retrieval practice is a way of learning knowledge that will help you 
store it in your memory. It is scientifically proven to work well for 
students at secondary school. Particularly before exams.
• Retrieval practice is basically testing yourself repeatedly on 

knowledge until you can remember it. There are lots of ways to do 
this.
• You will find retrieval practice templates which you can use for 

independent study.
• You can copy the templates in your independent study book.

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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How to use retrieval practice 
effectively

ØYou should read/look a section in your knowledge organiser/            
revision guide books/revision materials

Ø Say – Read out loud the specific knowledge you need to 
Ø You must then cover the text and complete/write any 

questions/tasks/mind maps/exam questions/challenge grids/flash cards 
etc ( You can use the templates in this pack)

Ø Check that you have all the knowledge needed and it is correct. Any 
content that is missing or incorrect you use a red pen to illustrate the 
gaps in your  knowledge to show they have been corrected. 

Ø You must then repeat this three times
Ø In your next lesson, you may complete a short know it quiz and self mark

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Challenge Grid
Answer as many questions your teachers gives you. You get more points for the topics we learned longer ago!

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Retrieval ‘Power Ticket’

Write three facts that you have learnt today, yesterday, last week, last term and last year in the boxes below

Today Yesterday Last Week Last term Last year 
Fact 1

Fact 2

Fact 3

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Dual Coding Retrieval
Use the images to help you retrieve the main points  

Image (Put images
here)

What is this 
image 

representing? 

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Key Word Retrieval 
Write down definitions for the key words you have learnt

Key word Definition

(Put key work here)

Challenge:
Can you use 
each word in a 
sentence?

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Brain Dump
Write down anything you can remember about (put topic here)

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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List it!
Recall as much information as you can under each list heading your teacher provides you

(Put topics here) 

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Retrieval Clock
Spend 5 minutes on each topic, recalling all of your knowledge.

(Insert 
topic 
here)

12 1
2

3

4
567

8

9

10
11

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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‘Know it all’ sheet
Write as much as you can in each of the boxes 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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‘Because, but, so…
Complete the sentences below. 

For the ‘because’ sentence, explain the sentence. For the ‘but’ question, give a reason why this may not be 
the case. For the ‘so’ question, explain the consequences or impacts. 

1. (Inset sentence)…because…

2. (Insert sentence)…but…

3. Insert sentence)…so…

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Mind Map   
Write as much as you can about each sub topic next to the branch/bubble 

(Insert topic 
here )

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Essay Plans Retrieval 
For each of the essay questions below: highlight the key words in the question, write down the key aspects 

that you would need to include in the essay

Essay question Aspects to include 

(Write essay questions here) 

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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LOOK SAY COVER WRITE CHECK x3 
1. LOOK - Read the specific knowledge you need to learn.

2. SAY – Read out loud the specific knowledge you need to learn. 

3. COVER – Cover the knowledge. 
4. WRITE – Write out everything you can remember from knowledge organiser

5. CHECK – Check that you have all the knowledge needed and it is correct. Any content that is missing or incorrect use a red pen to illustrate the 
gaps in your knowledge that you have corrected. 

6. x3 – Repeat 3 times.

Look Say Cover Write Check 

Round Knowledge

1

2

3

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Notes:
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Notes:
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Notes:
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